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 Some Lessons from the Cold War

 ARTHUR SCHLESINGER, JR.

 In those faraway days when the Cold War was young, the English
 historian Sir Herbert Butterfield lectured at Notre Dame on "The Tragic
 Element in Modern International Conflict." Historians writing about modern
 wars, Butterfield said, characteristically start off with a "heroic" vision of
 things. They portray good men struggling against bad, virtue resisting evil. In
 this embattled mood, they see only the sins of the enemy and ignore the
 underlying structural dilemmas that so often provoke international clashes.

 As time passes and emotions subside, history enters the "academic" phase.
 Now historians see "a terrible human predicament" at the heart of the story, "a
 certain situation that contains the element of conflict irrespective of any
 special wickedness in any of the parties concerned." Wickedness may deepen
 the predicament, but conflict would be there anyway. Perspective, Butterfield
 proposed, teaches us "to be a little more sorry for both parties than they knew
 how to be for one another." History moves on from melodrama to tragedy.1

 Butterfield made a pretty good forecast of the way Cold War
 historiography has evolved in the more than forty years since he spoke. In the
 United States the "heroic" phase took two forms: the orthodox in the 1940s
 and 1950s, with the Russians cast as the villains, and the revisionist in the
 1960s, with the Americans as the villains. By the 1980s, American Cold War
 historians discerned what one of the best of them, John Lewis Gaddis, called
 an "emerging post-revisionist synthesis."2 History began to pass from a
 weapon in the battle into a more analytical effort to define structural dilemmas
 and to understand adversary concerns. Glasnost is permitting comparable
 historiographical evolution in the Soviet Union.

 Quite right: The more one contemplates the Cold War, the more irrelevant
 the allocation of blame seems. The Second World War left the international

 'Herbert Butterfield, "The Tragic Element in Modern International Conflict," was
 published in Review of Politics, April 1950, and reprinted in Butterfield, History and Human
 Relations (London, 1951), 9-36.

 2John Lewis Gaddis, "The Emerging Post-Revisionist Synthesis on the Origins of the
 Cold War," Diplomatic History 7 (Summer 1983): 171-90.
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 48 DIPLOMATIC HISTORY

 order in acute derangement. With the Axis states vanquished, the Western
 European allies spent, the colonial empires in tumult and dissolution, great
 gaping holes appeared in the structure of world power. Only two nations—the
 United States and the Soviet Union—had the military strength, the ideological
 conviction, and the political will to fill these vacuums.
 But why did this old-fashioned geopolitical rivalry billow up into a holy

 war so intense and obsessive as to threaten the very existence of human life on
 the planet? The two nations were constructed on opposite and profoundly
 antagonistic principles. They were divided by the most significant and
 fundamental disagreements over human rights, individual liberties, cultural
 freedom, the role of civil society, the direction of history, and the destiny of
 man. Each state saw the other as irrevocably hostile to its own essence. Given
 the ideological conflict on top of the geopolitical confrontation, no one should
 be surprised at what ensued. Conspiratorial explanations are hardly required.
 The real surprise would have been if there had been no Cold War.
 And why has humanity survived the Cold War? The reason that the Cold

 War never exploded into hot war was surely (and by providential irony) the
 invention of nuclear weapons. One is inclined to support the suggestion
 (Elspeth Rostow's, I think) that the Nobel Peace Prize should have gone to
 the atomic bomb.

 At last this curious episode in modern history is over, and we must ask
 what lessons we may hope to learn from a long, costly, dark, dreary, and
 dangerous affair, what precautions humanity should take to prevent comparable
 episodes in the future. I would suggest half a dozen fallacies that the world
 might well forego in years to come.
 The first might be called the fallacy of overinterpreting the enemy. In the

 glory days of the Cold War, each side attributed to the other a master plan for
 world domination joined with diabolical efficiency in executing the plan. Such
 melodramatic imagining of brilliant and demonic enemies was on the whole
 truer to say, Sax Rohmer, the creator of Dr. Fu Manchu, than to shuffling
 historical reality.
 No doubt Soviet leaders believed that the dialectic of history would one

 day bring about the victory of communism. No doubt Western leaders believed
 that the nature of man and markets would one day bring about the victory of
 free society. But such generalized hopes were far removed from operational
 master plans.
 "The superpowers," as Henry Kissinger well put it,

 often behave like two heavily armed blind men feeling their way around a
 room, each believing himself in mortal peril from the other whom he assumes
 to have perfect vision. Each side should know that frequently uncertainty,
 compromise, and incoherence are the essence of policymaking. Yet each tends
 to ascribe to the other a consistency, foresight, and coherence that its own
 experience belies. Of course, over time, even two blind men can do enormous
 damage to each other, not to speak of the room.3

 3Henry Kissinger, White House Years (Boston, 1979), 522.
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 SOME LESSONS 49

 The room has happily survived. But the blind men meanwhile escalated
 the geopolitical/ideological confrontation into a compulsively interlocked
 heightening of tension, spurred on by authentic differences in principle, by real
 and supposed clashes of interest, and by a wide range of misperception,
 misunderstanding, and demagoguery. Each superpower undertook for what it
 honestly saw as defensive reasons actions that the other honestly saw as
 unacceptably threatening and requiring stem countermeasures. Each persevered
 in corroborating the fears of the other. Each succumbed to the propensity to
 perceive local conflicts in global terms, political conflicts in moral terms, and
 relative differences in absolute terms. Together, in lockstep, they expanded the
 Cold War.

 In overinterpreting the motives and actions of the other, each side forgot
 Emerson's invaluable precept: "In analysing history, do not be too profound,
 for often the causes are quite simple."4 Both superpowers should have known
 from their own experience that governments mostly live from day to day
 responding to events as they come, that decisions are more often the result of
 improvisation, ignorance, accident, fatigue, chance, blunder, and sometimes
 plain stupidity than of orchestrated master plans. One lesson to be drawn from
 the Cold War is that more things in life are to be explained by cock-up, to use
 the British term, than by conspiracy.
 An accompanying phenomenon, at first a consequence and later a

 reinforcing cause of overinterpretation, was the embodiment of the Cold War
 in government institutions. Thus our second fallacy: The fallacy of
 overinstitutionalizine the Dolicv.

 The Soviet Union, a police state committed to dogmas of class war and
 capitalist conspiracy and denied countervailing checks of free speech and press,
 had institutionalized the Cold War from the day Lenin arrived at the Finland
 Station. In later years the Cold War became for Stalin a convenient means of
 justifying his own arbitrary power and the awful sacrifices he demanded from
 the Soviet peoples. "Stalin needed the Cold War," observed Earl Browder,
 whom Stalin purged as chief of the American Communist party, "to keep up
 the sharp international tensions by which he alone could maintain such a
 regime in Russia."5
 In Washington by the 1950s the State Department, the Defense

 Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Federal Bureau of
 Investigation, and the National Security Council developed vested bureaucratic
 interests in the theory of a militarily expansionist Soviet Union. The Cold
 War conferred power, money, prestige, and public influence on these agencies
 and on the people who ran them. By the natural law of bureaucracies, their
 stake in the conflict steadily grew. Outside of government, arms
 manufacturers, politicians, professors, publicists, pontificators, and
 demagogues invested careers and fortunes in the Cold War.
 In time, the adversary Cold War agencies evolved a sort of tacit collusion

 across the Iron Curtain. Probably the greatest racket in the Cold War was the

 4Ralph Waldo Emerson, Journals, ed. E. W. Emerson and W. E. Forbes (Boston, 1908
 1914), 4:160.

 ^Steven G. Neal, "A Comrade's Last Hamimph," Philadelphia Inquirer, 5 August 1973.
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 50 DIPLOMATIC HISTORY

 charade periodically enacted by generals and admirals announcing the
 superiority of the other side in order to get bigger budgets for themselves. As
 President John F. Kennedy remarked to Norman Cousins, the editor of the
 Saturday Review, in the spring of 1963, "The hard-liners in the Soviet Union
 and the United States feed on one another."6

 Institutions, alas, do not fold their tents and silently steal away. Ideas
 crystallized in bureaucracies resist change. With the Cold War at last at an end,
 each side faces the problem of deconstructing entrenched Cold War agencies
 spawned and fortified by nearly half a century of mutually profitable
 competition. One has only to reflect on the forces behind the anti-Gorbachev
 conspiracy of August 1991.
 A third fallacy may be called the fallacy of arrogant prediction. As a

 devotee of a cyclical approach to American political history, I would not wish
 to deny that history exhibits uniformities and recurrences. But it is essential to
 distinguish between those phenomena that are predictable and those that are
 not Useful historical generalizations are mostly statements about broad, deep
 running, long-term changes: the life-cycle of revolutions, for example, or the
 impact of industrialization and urbanization, or the influence of climate or sea
 power or the frontier. The short term, however, contains too many variables,
 depends too much on accident and fortuity and personality, to permit exact and
 specific forecasts.
 We have been living through extraordinary changes in the Soviet Union

 and in Eastern Europe, in South Africa and in the Middle East What is equally
 extraordinary is that no one foresaw these changes. All the statesmen, all the
 sages, all the savants, all the professors, all the prophets, all those bearded
 chaps on "Nightline"—all were caught unaware and taken by surprise; all were
 befuddled and impotent before the perpetual astonishments of the future.
 History has an abiding capacity to outwit our certitudes.
 Just a few years back some among us were so absolutely sure of the

 consequences if we did not smash the Reds at once that they called for
 preventive nuclear war. Had they been able to persuade the U.S. government to
 drop the bomb on the Soviet Union in the 1950s or on China in the 1960s
 ... but, thank heaven, they never did; and no one today, including those
 quondam preventive warriors themselves, regrets the American failure to do so.
 The Almighty no doubt does know the future. But He has declined to

 confide such forethought to frail and erring mortals. In the early years of the
 Cold War, Reinhold Niebuhr warned of "the depth of evil to which individuals
 and communities may sink ... when they try to play the role of God to
 history."7 Let us not fall for people who tell us that we must take drastic
 action today because of their conjectures as to what some other fellow or
 nation may do five or ten or twenty years from now.
 Playing God to history is the dangerous consequence of our fourth

 fallacy—the fallacy of national self-righteousness. "No government or social
 system is so evil," President Kennedy said in his American University speech
 in 1963, "that its people must be condemned as lacking in virtue," and he

 ^Norman Cousins, The Improbable Triumvirate (New York, 1972), 114.
 7Reinhold Niebuhr, The Irony of American History (New York, 1952), 173.
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 SOME LESSONS 51

 called on Americans as well as Russians to reexamine attitudes toward the
 Cold War, "for our attitude is as essential as theirs."8 This thought came as
 rather a shock to those who assumed that the American side was so manifestly
 right that self-examination was unnecessary.
 Kennedy liked to quote a maxim from the British military pundit Liddell

 Hart: "Never corner an opponent, and always assist him to save his face. Put
 yourself in his shoes—so as to see things through his eyes. Avoid self
 righteousness like the devil—nothing is so self-blinding."9 Perhaps Kennedy
 did not always live up to those standards himself, but he did on great
 occasions, like the Cuban missile crisis, and he retained a capacity for ironical
 objectivity that is rare among political leaders.
 Objectivity—seeing ourselves as others see us—is a valuable adjunct to

 statesmanship. Can we be so sure that our emotional judgments of the
 moment represent the last word and the final truth? The angry ideological
 conflicts that so recently obsessed us may not greatly interest our posterity.
 Our great-grandchildren may well wonder what in heaven's name those
 disagreements could have been that drove the Soviet Union and the United
 States to the brink of blowing up the planet.
 Men and women a century from now will very likely find the Cold War as

 obscure and incomprehensible as we today find the Thirty Years War—the
 terrible conflict that devastated much of Europe not too long ago. Looking
 back at the twentieth century, our descendants will very likely be astonished at
 the disproportion between the causes of the Cold War, which may well seem
 trivial, and the consequences, which could have meant the veritable end of
 history.

 Russians and Americans alike came to see the Cold War as a duel between
 two superpowers, a Soviet-American duopoly. But the reduction of the Cold
 War to a bilateral game played by the Soviet Union and the United States is a
 fifth fallacy. The nations of Europe were not spectators at someone else's
 match. They were players too.

 Revisionist historians, determined to blame the Cold War on an American
 drive for world economic hegemony, have studiously ignored the role of
 Europe. Washington, they contend, was compelled to demand an "open door"
 for American trade and investment everywhere on the planet because American
 capitalism had to expand in order to survive. The Soviet Union was the main
 obstacle to a world market controlled by the United States. So, by revisionist
 dogma, American leaders whipped up an unnecessary Cold War in order to save
 the capitalist system.

 No matter that some fervent open door advocates, like Henry A. Wallace,
 were also fervent opponents of the Cold War. No matter that the Soviet Union
 today wants nothing more than American trade and investment and full Soviet

 integration into the world market. And no matter that most Western European
 nations in the 1940s had Socialist governments and that the democratic
 socialist leaders—Clement Attlee and Ernest Bevin in Britain, Leon Blum and

 ^John F. Kennedy, Public Papers, 1963 (Washington, 1964), 460-61.
 'Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand Days: John F. Kennedy in the While House

 (Boston, 1965), 110.
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 52 DIPLOMATIC HISTORY

 Paul Ramacher in France, Paul-Henri Spaak in Belgium, Kurt Schumacher,
 Ernst Reuter, and Willy Brandt in West Germany—had powerful reasons of
 their own to fear the spread of Stalinist influence and Soviet power.
 Such men could not have cared less about an open door for American

 capitalism. They cared deeply, however, about the future of democratic
 socialism. When I used to see Aneurin Bevan, the leader of the left wing of the
 British Labour party, in London in 1944, he doubted that the wartime alliance
 would last and saw the struggle for postwar Europe as between the democratic
 socialists and the Communists. "The Communist party," Bevan wrote in
 1951, "is the sworn and inveterate enemy of the Socialist and Democratic
 parties. When it associates with them it does so as a preliminary to destroying
 them."10 Many in the Truman administration in the 1940s espoused this view
 and, dubbing themselves (in private) NCL, favored American support for the
 non-Communist left.

 The democratic socialists, moreover, were in advance of official
 Washington in organizing against the Stalinist threat. Despite his above-the
 battle stance at Notre Dame, Herbert Butterfield himself wrote in 1969, "A
 new generation often does not know (and does not credit the fact when
 informed) that Western Europe once wondered whether the United States could
 ever be awakened to the danger from Russia."11 The subsequent opening of
 British Foreign Office papers voluminously documents Sir Herbert's point.

 Far from seeing President Truman in the revisionist mode as an anti
 Soviet zealot hustling a reluctant Europe into a gratuitous Cold War, the
 Foreign Office saw him for a considerable period as an irresolute waffler
 distracted by the delusion that the United States could play mediator between
 Britain and the Soviet Union. Ernest Bevin, Britain's Socialist foreign
 secretary, thought Truman's policy was "to withdraw from Europe and in
 effect leave the British to get on with the Russians as best they could."12 A
 true history of the Cold War must add European actors to the cast and broaden
 both research dragnets and analytical perspectives.

 The theory of the Cold War as a Soviet-American duopoly is sometimes
 defended on the ground that, after all, the United States and the Soviet Union
 were in full command of their respective alliances. But nationalism, the most
 potent political emotion of the age, challenged the reign of the superpowers
 almost from the start: Tito, Mao and others vs. Moscow; De Gaulle, Eden and
 others vs. Washington. Experience has adequately demonstrated how limited
 superpowers are in their ability to order their allies around and even to control
 client governments wholly dependent on them for economic and military
 support. Far from clients being the prisoners of the superpower, superpowers
 often end as prisoners of their clients.

 These are lessons Washington has painfully learned (or at least was
 painfully taught; has the government finally learned them?) in Vietnam, El
 Salvador, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait. As for the Soviet Union, its brutal

 10Aneurin Bevan, foreword. The Curtain Falls, ed. Denis Healey (London, 1951).
 11 Herbert Butterfield, "Morality and an International Order," in The Aberystwith Papers:

 International Politics, 1919-1969, ed. Brian Porter (Oxford, 1972), 353-54.
 '^Alan Bullock, Ernest Bevin: Foreign Secretary, 1945-1951 (London, 1983), 216.
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 SOME LESSONS 53

 interventions and wretched Quislings in Eastern Europe only produced
 bitterness and hatred. The impact of clients on principals is another part of the
 unwritten history of the Cold War. The Cold War was not a bilateral game.
 Nor was it—our sixth and final fallacy—a zero-sum game. For many

 years, Cold War theology decreed that a gain for one side was by definition a
 defeat for the other. This notion led logically not to an interest in negotiation
 but to a demand for capitulation. In retrospect the Cold War, humanity's most
 intimate brush with collective suicide, can only remind us of the ultimate
 interdependence of nations and of peoples.

 Aiicr rresiücni js.enneay ana rremier ivnrusncnev siarea aown me nuciear

 abyss together in October 1962, they came away determined to move as fast as
 they could toward détente. Had Kennedy lived, Khrushchev might have held on
 to power a little longer, and together they would have further subdued the
 excesses of the Cold War. They rejected the zero-sum approach and understood
 that intelligent negotiation brings mutual benefit. I am not an unlimited
 admirer of Ronald Reagan, but he deserves his share of credit for taking
 Mikhail Gorbachev seriously, abandoning the zero-sum fallacy he had
 embraced for so long, and moving the Cold War toward its end.

 And why indeed has it ended? If the ideological confrontation gave the
 geopolitical rivalry its religious intensity, so the collapse of the ideological
 debate took any apocalyptic point out of the Cold War. The proponents of
 liberal society were proven right. After seventy years of trial, communism
 turned out—by the confession of its own leaders—to be an economic,
 political, and moral disaster. Democracy won the political argument between
 East and West. The market won the economic argument. Difficulties lie ahead,
 but the fundamental debate that created the Cold War is finished.
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